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Getting your GPS2Find tracker started 

When you receive your GPS tracking and alert device/tag, you should keep the 

packaging for a time in case it's needed again. Remove the tracker and charge 

(takes ~4hrs from flat) it using the AC adaptor (Prime 2) or wireless charging 

mat for Bond-Trackers.  Please take a moment to familiarize yourself with the 

tracker's features, noting that the SOS/Panic button on the front is not the 

On/Off Power button, which is recessed button on the bottom edge. 

Prime2: 

 

Powering on and off 

Powering on/off is done by holding in the Power button for a count of 3. 

Watch the LED lights on the front and release it after the 2
nd

 green flash of the 

Power LED or 2
nd

 red flash if turning off.  The Power LED will flash green briefly 

if booting up, or red if booting off. The middle green (modem) LED flashes 

every 3-4secs when it connects with a network. When charging, the leftmost 

LED flashes red until fully charged, then flashes green. 

In the user interfaces its status changes from "Device Off" to "Device On". If 

static for more than 90secs, its status changes to "Sleeping". When fully Off, 

all LEDs flashing stops.  Always watch the LEDs when turning on or off. 

GSM and GPS connection 

Our GPS trackers work at lower signal power level than mobile phones and 

should work / roam almost anywhere across about 180 countries. The GPS 

satellite signal is a much bigger issue because it’s so weak, so always choose 

locations that are near or face the outside world,  road or sky. The antennae 

which are under its front surface, must face towards non-metallic surfaces. 

When a tracker gets its “first fix” from a satellite, it tends to be quite 

inaccurate, so attach significance to subsequent position reports, as they may 

be oddball values on the trail/map path. Accuracy is best when position 

reports are in reasonably quick succession, and when outside or near a 

window. GPS satellite radio signals cannot reach devices surrounded on all 

sides by metal or deep inside buildings. 

If the tracker is connected to an external power supply, it will automatically 

power on and charge.  Turning a tracker on and off does not use credits. 

When powered on, a tracker will send a number of positions to determine 

whether it’s moving, then go to sleep and drop to 4 hourly reporting 

(heartbeat) if it isn't moving. 

Function or SoS button: 

To send an immediate (distress) SMS message, do a long press of the Function 

/ SOS button (on the front, if any) for about 3 seconds.  This will send alerts to 

up to 3 contacts - mobile phones or email addresses specified in the user 

interfaces, within a few seconds. See the HowTo ...use the Tracking panel or 

Tracking App" sections. 

Using mobile phone Apps 

There are 4 apps for phones. The iOS (iPhone /iPad) app in App store is called 

mytrackingapp, which allows viewing and some control functions. The 

Android app in the Google Play store is called GPS2Find and it provides 

extensive functionality. The newest Tracking App works on any phone / small 

screen device at http://31.3.240.83/mobile . See the HowTo section on 

gps2find.com for detailed usage instructions. There is also a universal 

interface at: www.mytrackingpanel.com.  

The Tracking Panel (using Silverlight and IE only) 

There is a Tracking Panel to configure and view a device that on a Windows PC 

with MS Silverlight installed using the IE browser only. This interface is at: 

www.mytrackingpanel.com/gps2find. To install Silverlight go to 

www.microsoft.com/getsilverlight. 

The IP Tracking App (no software download needed) 

There is a universal Tracking App for large screen devices, i.e. any computer 

type, OS, or browser at: http://31.3.240.83. See later section. 

 

There are links to these interfaces on the LOGIN button on the red menubar 

of www.gps2find.com as well as links on the left margin to demo devices 

using each interface. 

 

Using the Tracking panel: 

A link to www.gps2find.com/gps2find should be added to your Desktop.  A 

plug-in downloads taking a few seconds occurs on loading.  

While loading a round progress indicator shows this loading. Following 100%, 

enter your device ID as your Account Ref / DeviceID (last 6 digits of IMEI). This 

appears on the box label on the box. 

  
This number is your tracker's unique identifier and should be recorded 

somewhere safe. If a password has been set it is then requested. In the 

Tracking panel’s Admin page the login can be changed to something easier to 

remember if not already taken by another user. When logged in, the Tracking 

panel will display showing the tracker's last reported position, its co-ordinates 

on a map (similar to Google Maps) as well as information on its speed, 

direction, battery condition, GPS signal strength, the alarm and battery 

statuses, Battery-Save mode - if on shows next scheduled wake-up time), the 

remaining Position and SMS credits or the Expiry date & number of days 

remaining if the tracker is on a Subscription (unlimited credits). 

 

The function of the toolbar buttons along the top are as follows: 

View all:  Shows all trackers in a composite view if your account has more 

than one tracker on it. 

Commands:  Commands are used to change settings on the tracker by sending 

an SMS message to it. A message box should declare that a message has been 

sent and another about its receipt.  This allows the time between position 

reports to be set, or a reboot, or to request an immediate report.  

 
History:  Allows review of past or historical information. Enter from DateA and 

To DateB and times, press Fetch to download position data points, and press 

Play to see a past journey as an animation.  If data is too large, it will fail, 

making it necessary to enter a lesser time-span. 

 
 

Find:  This is a search function to find a map location. 

Set Motion Alert:  This activates the tracker's motion sensitivity. This can also 

be done from the phone apps. If the tracker moves when so armed, alerts will 

be sent to numbers and email addresses pre-set in the Admin panel. Press 

“disarm device” to cancel. 

Streetview:  Switches between Map / Satellite and Streetview, splitting the 

screen. The speaker icon bottom left mutes the screen audio signals. 
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Admin:  Editing the Device name changes the label showing on the map 

beside the icon.  Device contact 1 to 3 (Email/SMS) are the cell phone 

numbers or the email addresses to be alerted in the event of a) a SOS/Panic, 

b) Motion alerts or c) GeoFence alerts, and d) low battery alerts. Date format, 

Miles / Km, Timezone, Language - 5 available and Icon type on the map.  It’s 

also possible to change the login and set a password. Pressing the "Track from 

your phone" button will send a test message to a specified phone, using 1 

SMS credit. 

   
Most alert email and text messages contain a WAP map link to show the 

device’s last reported map location when the alert occurred.  Enter the 

tracker number and password, if requested by the link.  

Motion alerts: 

There is a button for “set Motion alert” which activates the tracker’s motion 

sensor (accelerometer). When so armed, any motion will cause alert(s) to the 

selected contacts for motion alerts on the Admin page. There is also an “Auto-

Arm” button which turns motion sensitivity on and off automatically at set 

times of day/night.  

 
Zone alerts: 

Up to 4 zones or “geo-fences” can be set. Users can draw circular or polygon 

zones around particular places with up to 3 contacts alerted as specified on 

the Admin page. Each zone needs to specify which trackers pertain to it. There 

can be alerts for trackers exiting and/or entering zones. To set a zone press 

the "zones" button then press "add zone" (circle) or “add Polygon” 

    
Give the zone an appropriate name, set its size with the slider, click the map 

to locate its centre (red X) and enter 1-3 cell phone numbers in the Admin 

section for alerts. Select checkboxes for particular tracker(s) and for 

Enter/Leave/Both, then Save. Phone numbers must start with country code 

(+353 for Ireland). Zone alert messages include the zone name. 

   

Tracking panel indicators: 

The Tracking panel shows the Battery condition at last report (% of full charge) 

and the GPS signal strength (%) of the last position report. 

 
There is a panel of indicators showing whether the tracker is on or off; 

whether the zone (safety / geo-fence) is/are on or off; whether the tracker is 

alarming; whether it’s charging; whether the battery is sufficiently charged or 

not; and finally whether the Motion Detection option has been activated 

(armed) or not.   

  
Remaining Credits: 

There is a display in the bottom right corner showing either the number of 

Position and SMS credits remaining, OR the number of days remaining if on 

subscription, and the date of expiration. 

   or    

 

Using the Tracking panel-Mobile 

The universal interface which should work on any internet device at 

mytrackingpanel.com. 

  
followed by password if one has been set. 

 

 
 

The small screen Tracking App: at http://31.3.240.83/mobile  

is also html and should work on any internet device viewing functionality. Its 

sub-screen are: Map; Details; Commands; History. 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Green is "on"  

Red is "off"  
Blue is Battery Save mode hibernation. 
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The large screen Tracking App: at http://31.3.240.83/mobile 
The Tracking Control (IP) interface is designed to work on any desk computer / 

laptop, operating system or Browser. It doesn't work on small screens, for 

which either of the two phone apps or the small screen Tracking App exist. 

Each interface can be accessed either through the LOGIN button on the red 

menubar at the top of our website, or through the following IP addresses 

below. The latter option provides full screen display.  

IP User Interfaces 

 Tracking Control for computers   http://31.3.240.83   

 Tracking App for mobile devices http://31.3.240.83/mobile 

Before using your tracker, you first need to configure it, selecting options, 

choosing a map icon and label, and the types of alerts that are wanted and to 

whom they are to be directed, and so on.  

 

Logging-in to the Tracking Control:            Add 

a link to this to your Favourites / Bookmarks to make access to it quick. 

 
Enter the last 6 digits of your IMEI number, which should also be on a label on 

the tracker. A password may be requested if one has been set. 

 
On the left, there is information on the current location and status of the 

tracker, as well as its last report time and remaining PAYG credits This console 

gives new additional functions including route planning. There is a toolbar of 

buttons along the top are as follows: 

 

View all:   It zooms out to show all trackers assigned to an account / Log-in.  

There is a search box to select any tracker and a drop-down list. The selected 

tracker's status (Device on / Device off, Sleeping, Battery Save mode), its GPS 

signal strength and battery % appears adjacently. 

 

Zones:   It is possible to define two types of zone (Circular or Polygon) or geo-

fence around a location. Alert recipients needs to be set in Settings. Each zone 

needs a name which will be included in alert messages. Up to 3 zones are 

possible. Up to 3 alert recipients can be defined. Each zone can be associated 

(Checkbox) with each tracker on the account. Check or uncheck Entering and 

Leaving alerts. To deactivate zone(s), uncheck both. 

 

  CIRCULAR ZONE           

POLYGON ZONE   

 

Show DMC:   Allows a summary view of basic info from each tracker in tabular 

form. 

 
Show traffic:   This shows traffic densities on each road. 

Streetview:   Splits the map area vertically in two, with Streetview occupying 

the right half. 

Routing:   A dialogue box where two location names From/To can be entered 

and a route between them is plotted in red. 

     

 
Settings:   Allows choice of tracker icon, label and up to 3 Contacts to be listed 

for alerts either by SMS (mobile #s starting with +CC (country code) e.g. +44 

UK or +353 Ire) or email. Check checkboxes for each desired alert type for 

each contact. Press Update to save. 
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History:   This allows the depiction of past (historical) tracks or routes taken in 

the past between two time/date points A and B, within the last 2 yrs, which 

can be retrieved by pressing Get history. Exporting data to .xls or .pdf is 

possible. Start/Stops only can be selected from a drop down. History can be 

deleted using the red bin button (cannot be undone). 

 
Commands: Commands to change the time interval between location reports 

(when moving) or to reboot, or identify cell mast, or enter Eco mode. 

Commands if successful should be followed by a Delivery message box. If not, 

commands were not delivered indicating a problem. 

 
 

Arm / Disarm:   Toggles on and off the tracker's motion sensitivity, which 

detects motion and generates alert(s) as set in Settings. This needs to be reset 

after activation. 

 
 

GPS Locate:   Sends a/the tracker a command getting it to report its current 

location, instead of waiting for next scheduled report if moving. If not moving 

trackers report every 4 hours. 

 

Search /Mast /Unfollow:   Search box provides a direct jump to a particular 

location. Show mast needs a SIM locate command followed by pressing Show 

Mast which shows mast and LBS location circle (2km dia). Follow/Unfollow 

turns off the immediate display of new reported locations. 

 

Account:   Sound On/Off mutes the computer's speaker during alerts. Account 

allows users to change their login and also set a password as a second security 

challenge when logging in. Always press Logout when finished. 

     

 
 

 


